JADE THERAPIES

Jade’s 20+ year history represents a milestone of developments in body work, massage and rejuvenation. Massage is one of humanity’s oldest therapeutics. Micromassage (reflexotherapy) has long been used for pain relief and led to the development of acupuncture. Electromicromassage developed originally by Jade’s founder, Prof. [Dr. of Med.] McWilliams as early as the 1980’s has lead to many advancements. The Professor’s famous 20 minute Facial removes five years of appearance off the average stressed face in a single treatment. His lymphatic drainage removes up to 12 body inches in tissue swelling from the very first treatment. His systems have been clinically researched on Nevis island for over twenty years and practiced by hundreds of others worldwide. **Regional electromicromassage** addresses directly the patient’s chief complaint, allowing rapid pain reduction while utilizing the least clinical time.

The Jade Combo unit combines the famous Jade Machine micromassage unit with the Derma Ray High Frequency bulbs. Jade Therapy essentially consists of 3 components: 1. Derma Ray High Frequency to mobilize lymph; 2. Jade Electromicromassage to relieve muscle spasm, followed by; 3. Mechanical vibration to remove the impediments.
Now the professor has invented and developed the electro-aesthesiometer for purposes of rapidly identifying sensitive points without giving the patron undue discomfort. The electroaesthesiometer™ is a transdermal, handheld device, with a built-in point finder and an electrodermal measurement meter. The examiner simply glides the instrument’s ball electrode gently over the skin, when the meter and audible indicator engage, a sensitive point is found, and pressure is applied to see if the point is active (i.e. inflamed). Active points are identified by an additional 3-4 lbs. of pressure with the patron exhibiting exquisite tenderness. Neurolymphatic reflexes and Weihe homeopathic points are identified by spongioform knots, trigger points by muscle knots and taut bands, and reflexology (ah-shi) points by exquisite tenderness. The active point is engaged for an additional 4 seconds conforming to the therapeutic rule of ischemic pressure. An option is to additionally add a 4 second therapeutic dose of color/tonal microcurrent. This method provides both diagnosis and treatment. It is the ultimate method of acupressure therapeutics. Read all about it in the author’s new book: TOUCH DIAGNOSIS, ITS ALL PALPATORY

A meter is now available to accompany the Jade combo unit for use with the electroaesthesiometer™.

The Jade (Machine) System provides a number of unique and exclusive therapeutic features developed with over twenty years of clinical research. No other system of bodywork approaches the comprehensive therapeutics of Jade Systems:
1. Generalized massage (Tui-Na, An-Mo) with microcurrent using ball electrodes, roller electrodes and cudgels for purposes of muscle relaxation and lymphatic drainage. The Jade machine combo unit delivers both: 1. a direct current which automatically swings from positive to negative, an exclusive autopolarizing function; and 2. high frequency current delivered through glass bulb electrodes of both argon (blue-violet) and neon (orange) rare gases. Read the Book: READ FACES for more details (see below).

2. Generalized lymphatic drainage using high frequency therapy. A high frequency current is an alternating (oscillating) current in which the frequency is beyond the point of producing muscular contraction. Glass electrode application can be both generalized (tonification/effluvia) and localized. Little to no electrical sensation is experienced by the patron, the healing is all in the frequencies. The bulbs upon contact with the skin produce radiant energies by using a Tesla coil. Read the book: ELECTRIC HEALING for more details.

3. Micromassage with microcurrent using selectable 12 Color-Tones (frequency specific therapy) for individual muscle groups (myotomes) and reflex zones (dermatomes, viscerotomes, sclerotomes).

The 12 frequencies used are the original ones produced by Raymond Royal Rife which are also musical tones. In this way can can tone and tune the body while the many other benefits of massage are imparted to our patrons.
4. Electromicromassage for acupressure points, Weihe homeopathic points, trigger points, reflexology points (ah-shi), kinesiology points, shiatsu and scalp therapy zones.

Dr. Weihe introduced the method of "painful" pressure points of homeopathic correspondence. This implies that when a homoeopathic remedy is indicated, its corresponding Weihe point produces an acute pain when pressed. When the remedy is administered, soon thereafter the tenderness vanishes as the patient improves. Dr. De La Fuye came to the conclusion that the mere stimulation of the acupuncture point alone often gave a full homeopathic effect, as if the patient had taken the remedy!

5. Electro-Active Point Localization with combined skin measurement and Aesthesiometrics (dolorimetry) for tender point verification and treatment. Pressure Threshold measurement quantifies tenderness at pressure pain sensitivity of tender spots and trigger points. Using electrodermal skin resistance in combination with a pressure guage, that allows one to simultaneously measure palpation points both in terms of conductance and pounds of pressure. This unique system allows one to quickly locate potential Weihe points and assess quickly whether the point is active or closed (normal), and at what level of electrical activity (hyperfunction or hypofunction). Read hi book: TOUCH DIAGANOSIS
6. Homeosiniatry as a therapeutic methodology that combines homeopathy and acupuncture ("Homeo" stands for Homeopathy and "Siniatry" for Sinology, the study of Chinese energy medicine (August Weihe, circa 1890's, and Roger de La Fuye, 1947). Weihe in his research concluded: "Whenever a particular homeopathic drug picture was indicated, certain points on the surface of the patient's body were especially sensitive to digital pressure. If we administrated the individual appropriate remedy, these points lost their sensitivity". He found 270 points that were assigned to specific homeopathic remedies, but used them only to support (objective verification) his selection of remedies for therapy (1886). Dr. De La Fuye in his clinical research observed that acupuncture stimulation of the point alone most times would invoke a homeopathic effect. The Professor developed Homeopressure, wherein a drop of the homeopathic is applied to the point before Electro-micromassage, thus ensuring the homeopathic effect. The remedy is thus not only activated by the electric current, but driven into the gelose by iontophoresis.

7. Dr. Bhattacharya's Cosmic Ray Therapy wherein electrically vibrated gemstones are applied transdermally with the Jade Machine. According to Bhattacharya: "The Cosmic Rays being omnipotent, they can handle the cases better than any known human agency; humans do not possess the same powers as cosmic rays. The Cosmic Rays are omniscient and, therefore, they are unerring in their action, and there is nothing impossible for them to accomplish." The cosmic rays are the direct medicine, correcting the element at the time, can be applied by massage and electricity simultaneously. Further, the homeopathic remedies present counteracting cosmic rays, and when applied to Weihe points, the Jade selectable Color/Tone is applied simultaneously as a principal, compounding agency.
8. Localized iontophoresis as a technique using a small electric charge to deliver a nutrient, herb, mineral or other chemical through the skin. The technical description of this process is a non-invasive method of propelling high concentrations of a charged substance, normally a nutrient, essential oil, or bioactive agent (herbal) through the skin and into the subdermal tissues. For example, vitamin C applied by iontophoresis will drive ascorbate deep into the dermis achieving a lasting effect of several days versus the simple topical application lasting only a few hours. Read his book: THE TASTE TEST DIET for more details.

Benefits of Jade Electromicromassage

**Body Toning**

Massage develops strength, tones muscles, and burns fat. Electromicromassage tones fascia, detoxifies (ionizes) toxic deposits, acid salts (crystals), tophi, geloses, myogeloses and other morbid accumulations.

**Organ Toning**

Micromassage over reflex (trigger) points reduces stress (sympathicotonia) of the internal organs, balancing function and facilitating repair and restoration. Electromicromassage over acupuncture points balances energy, disperses geloses and myogeloses more effectively than manual or digital application alone.

**Energy Building**

 Massage releases energy and rejuvenates the body. Micromassage over tender points prevents loss of energy. Electromicromassage restores energy channels and increases body voltage.

**Improve Circulation**

Massage helps the body massage out tension and promote a healthy flow of blood and lymph. Improved circulation equates to improved nutrition at the tissue level. Electromicromassage and high frequency therapy has a more pronounced vasodilatory effect than manual massage alone.

**Restoring and Improving Health**

Massage can improve the functioning of organ systems promoting repair. Electromicromassage with Jade’s autopolarizing direct (DC) microcurrent stimulates amino acid uptake, protein and ATP synthesis in skin tissue, drives in essential nutrients, and thus restoring beauty.
Strength Training

Massage will power core muscles in the back, chest and abdomen and develop tendons in the arms and legs. Micromassage over trigger points frees up indurated muscles, reduces spasms and increases range of motion (ROM), improving athletic performance.

Posture Correction

Massage can improve and possibly fix bodily misalignment by gradually balancing the hips and spine, relieving pain of scoliosis, lumbago, etc. Electromicromassage will reduce sympathicotonia, balance the autonomic nervous system, and thus foster healing processes.

Centering

Massage helps to relax, relieve stress and calm the mind. Jade’s electromicromassage Facial, balances opposing facial muscles, resulting in symmetry and improved facial beauty. Electromicromassage scalp therapy helps balance neurotransmitters, relieving stress as one of the major impediments to healing. Patients with stress and depression will have numerous geloses in the aponeurotic sheath as well as resultant hair loss from circulatory impediment that can be relieved with Jade Scalp Therapy.

BOOKS BY THE DEVELOPER [Available on Amazon]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><img src="image.png" alt="Image" /></th>
<th>No one can halt the inevitable aging process that affects us all. But now we can reduce and improve the visible signs of aging, such as lines and wrinkles or unflattering folds and creases, using the latest techniques and technology. In this book, the original researcher for the now famous Jade Facial, presents his case studies and methods developed over twenty years. Removing facial lines and wrinkles is not just a beauty method. It relates to the emotional health of the individual. The scientific viewpoint of beauty deals with facial symmetry. In general, facial asymmetry results from emotional expression that is mediated by the two hemispheres of the brain and that the facial musculature is contra-laterally innervated on the two sides of the face. There are consistent differences between the emotions attributed to the right and left hemispheres, and their effects on opposite sides of the face. To remove facial wrinkles, these two side need to be coordinated. The two sides of ourselves, conscious and subconscious, need to have a talk! If we are wishing to return symmetry and beauty to the face, then it is logical to seek out methods to assist in whole brain integration. When both sides of the brain are working at similar levels, the person is generally more successful, happy, healthy, and optimistic. People who pray, meditate, or who are very content with their lives have both halves of their brains working in better harmony. They have brain synchronization. This is one of the chief aims of Jade Therapy, making the person whole again.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Discount Purchase:
The Esthetic’s of Weight Loss and Improving the Dietary, Remineralizing the Body.

The Taste Test Diet™ is an Esthetic Method to awaken your tastes and improving your diet naturally. The Taste Test Diet studies new ways of seeing and of perceiving the world. A unique way to remineralize your body using galvanic electricity. Now for the Salon, the Professor introduces the Vitatron, using Dead Sea Salt to infuse minerals back into the body through the feet using the sound principle of iontophoresis. This book explains how. The Taste Test Diet method is the missing element all other weight loss methods have failed to recognize.

Learn All About Electric Healing

Popular medicine, that focused on chemistry and drugs, has long ignored the properties of electricity as a healing agent. Doctors as students, are routinely poorly trained in physics and thus have little perspective of the dynamic vital aspect of life called electricity. Electrotherapy has a well established role in the management of a wide range of musculoskeletal, neurological, digestive, glandular, and even psychological problems. Used in conjunction with other therapeutic interventions, it can make a positive contribution to patient care. The means by which a range of different energy forms (electrical, magnetic, thermal) can influence the physiological state of the target tissue is well documented. This forgotten therapy is making a return.
The ultimate guide to acupuncture points, Weihe points, trigger points, and others…
A 217 page electronic book. Reading this book provides the historic perspective of palpation development. Therapists are taught to be open-minded and not to be locked into a narrowly focused treatment when providing medical healing for their patients. The author enriches the reader with a unique perspective, knowledge and common sense. This ability will ultimately enable the medical practitioner to achieve the desired result - to help someone in need, which at the end of the day is the real goal of being a true 'healer'. Professor Charles Williams' ideals and teachings provide a wide variety of therapeutical tools from ancient times to modern days. The points reveal food allergies, homeopathics, herbs and essential oils is a discovery of great magnitude. His practical wisdom will enrich the reader's knowledge and depth of manual therapy.
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